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Abstract
In this study we aimed to identify the relation between students’ reflection levels and their inquiry
learning outcomes (i.e. their formulated conclusions) after conducting a complete inquiry cycle in an
online Go-Lab Inquiry Learning Space (ILS). We expected that students exhibiting a higher reflection
level would be more experienced in formulating higher quality conclusions than students at a lower
reflection level. Forty-three students from the 9th grade with an average age of 15 years from two
Estonian public schools participated in this study. During the interventions students worked with a
chemistry-based ILS called “What does pH measure?” Students were given a pre-defined problem to
be solved by following an inquiry cycle. In each phase students had tasks to perform which led to
concrete learning outcomes. The students used specific application called Conclusion Tool to state
their conclusions and used Reflection Tool to answer two open-ended reflective questions to reflect on
their study process. The results suggest that students who reflect at a higher reflection level are more
successful in formulating higher quality inquiry outcomes such as hypotheses, observations and
conclusions. Therefore it seems that reflection should be part of the learning process in order to
support students to achieve higher quality inquiry learning outcomes.
Keywords: inquiry-based learning, online learning environments, reflection.

1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Inquiry-based learning

Inquiry-based learning is an approach to learning that aspires to engage students in authentic
scientific discovery processes [1, 2]. It places emphasis on students as active learners and
encourages them to follow their own questions and hypotheses to investigate scientific phenomena [3,
4]. Typical inquiry processes consist of several learning phases that can be organized in an inquiry
cycle. A systematic literature review and synthesis of inquiry phases and cycles was performed by
Pedaste et al. [5] and led to the identification of five main inquiry phases: Orientation,
Conceptualization, Investigation, Conclusion and Discussion. In the current study we followed this
inquiry cycle structure to design our intervention. In general, the inquiry cycle begins with the
Orientation phase, which is a process of stimulating curiosity about a topic and identifying a research
problem. Then follows the Conceptualization phase, where students formulate theory-based research
questions and/or hypotheses. Next is the Investigation phase, which is a process of planning
exploration or experimentation and collecting data for analysis. The fourth phase is the Conclusion
phase, where students compare their interpretations of the data to their research questions and/or
hypotheses in order to draw evidence-based conclusions. The Discussion phase, which involves
communicating findings or reflecting on one's learning, can potentially occur at any time during inquiry
or after all inquiry processes have been completed. In the present study, reflection occurred at the end
of the inquiry activity (reflection on-action), when students looked back on what they did, why they did
it so and what they would do differently next time.

1.2

Reflection

Reflection is a cognitive process to learn from previous learning experience [6, 7]. It encourages
learners at any age to analyse what they have done during the learning process [8]. In order to
achieve the best outcome of the reflection, then it has to be planned by the learner. But in the case of
students at school it does not always occur spontaneously. It is mostly because students are not
capable of reflecting on their learning without guidance [9]. Research has shown that guided reflection
helps students to achieve higher quality of reflection [10], and if reflective activities’ are embedded into
the learning task (i.e. into the inquiry learning task), then it might have larger effect on learning [11]. In
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the current study, reflection was supported with a software learning application called the Reflection
Tool [12], which was embedded into an online Inquiry Learning Space.
In education research there are several coding schemes proposed for assessing students’ reflections.
In the current study we followed the Poldner et al. [13] coding scheme. Their coding scheme
distinguishes five levels of reflection (presented in hierarchical order): description (descriptions of the
difficulties that the student had), justification (rationale or logical explanation for the difficulties),
critique (explanation and evaluation of the difficulties), dialogue (critical review of different solutions or
alternative methods) and transfer (how the next action becomes different or better than the previous
action).

1.3

Goal of the current study

The current study aimed to identify the relation between students’ reflection levels and their formulated
conclusions after conducting a complete inquiry cycle in an online Inquiry Learning Space (ILS).
Taking into consideration the aim of the current study the following research questions were
addressed:
• What is the quality of the students’ reflections after conducting a complete inquiry cycle?
• What is the quality of the students’ conclusions after conducting a complete inquiry cycle?
• What is the relation between students’ reflections and formulated conclusions?

2

METHODS

2.1
2.1.1

Materials
Inquiry Learning Space

An Inquiry Learning Space (ILS) is an online learning environment hosted by the Go-Lab Platform (see
http://www.golabz.eu/spaces) that includes all the resources and instructional guidance to provide
students with an engaging and effective inquiry learning experience. The EU funded project Go-Lab
(see www.go-lab-project.eu) aims to open up online science laboratories (remote and virtual labs) for
widespread use in school science education. An ILS integrates an online lab in a suitable pedagogical
structure and with learning applications (apps) that support and guide inquiry processes [14]. The GoLab Platform also provides an authoring platform from which teachers or users can adapt existing ILSs
or create new ones.

2.1.2

Inquiry Learning Space “What does pH measure?”

In the current study we designed a chemistry topic ILS called “What does pH measure?” based on the
five phase inquiry cycle structure of Pedaste et al. [5]. The five phases in the ILS are Orientation,
Conceptualization, Investigation, Conclusion and Discussion, and four Go-Lab inquiry apps were
embedded in the ILS: a Hypothesis Scratchpad in the Conceptualization phase, an Observation Tool
in the Investigation phase, a Conclusion Tool (see Fig. 1) in the Conclusion phase, and a Reflection
Tool in the Discussion phase.

the first hypothesis

the list of initial hypotheses
formulated in the
Conceptualisation phase

experimental observation
notes about the first
hypothesis made in the
Investigation phase

input box for the
formulating the final
conclusion for the first
hypothesis

Figure 1. Screenshot of the Conclusion Tool in an ILS called “What does pH measure?”
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In the Orientation phase of the ILS, the chemistry topic of pH was introduced and two research
questions posed to students: (1) What does pH measure? (2) How does the pH of an acidic or alkaline
solution change when water is added to it? In the next phase, the Conceptualization phase, students
were allowed to briefly interact with two virtual labs, “Acid-Base Solutions” and “pH Scale: Basics”,
created by the PhET project (http://phet.colorado.edu), and then instructed to formulate two
hypotheses related to the two research questions presented to them during the Orientation phase. In
the Investigation phase students were able to thoroughly interact with the two virtual labs to conduct
experiments and record observations to find evidence for confirming or rejecting their hypotheses. In
the Conclusion phase students were instructed to compare their observations to their initial
hypotheses and state evidence-based conclusions. In the final phase, the Discussion phase, students
were asked two reflection questions: (1) “Which inquiry phase was the most difficult for you and why?”
and (2) “What would you do differently the next time you conduct an inquiry investigation?”

2.2

Participants and procedure
th

The sample consisted of forty-three students (average age of 15 years) from two 9 grade classes.
The gender distribution among students was 21 female students and 23 male students. The
intervention was conducted during the current school year in November 2015 in two Estonian public
schools during regular classroom hours. During the intervention students worked with a chemistrybased ILS called “What does pH measure?” The intervention was one school lesson (45 minutes).

2.3

Coding students’ reflections and conclusions

The students’ reflections and conclusions were analysed by two researchers using a rubric for
identifying students’ reflection levels (description, justification critique, dialogue and transfer) that was
described in our previous work [12]. In the case of reflection levels the Cohen’s kappa was 0.860.
Since one of the aims of conducting an inquiry-based learning activity is to test the hypothetical
relation between independent and dependent variables by observations or experiments [15], the
conclusion is a result of this inquiry activity, providing an evidence-based judgement about the
formulated hypotheses. The hypotheses contain independent and dependent variables and the
hypothetical relation between these variables [16, 17]. Thus, in the current study we created a rubric
that considers the structure of the hypotheses (Table 1).
Table 1. A rubric for assessing the quality of students’ conclusions.
Criteria
Consistency

Dependent
variable

Independent
variable

Description

Scoring

The conclusion is consistent if it derives from the
hypotheses formulated by the student in the
Conceptualization phase and considers the
experimental observation made in the Investigation
phase

0 points – conclusion is not
consistent with the hypotheses

Dependent variable results from the formulated
hypotheses (e.g., amount of hydrogen ions in the
solution)

0 points – dependent variable
is missing

Independent variable results from the formulated
hypotheses (e.g., pH level of the solution)

0 points – independent
variable is missing

1 point – conclusion is
consistent with the hypotheses

1 point – dependent variable is
present

1 point – independent variable
is present
Relation

Relation between independent and dependent
variables is present and considers the
experimental observation made in the Investigation
phase (e.g., if the amount of the hydrogen ions
increases, then the pH level of solution decreases)
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0 points – relation is missing
1 point – relation considers the
hypotheses

The quality of students’ conclusions was assessed by four criteria: consistency with hypotheses,
presence of the dependent variable, presence of the independent variable, presence of a relation. The
Cohen’s kappa between two researchers was 0.839.

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1

Quality of students’ reflections

Students’ were asked to reflect on two reflective questions. The first question focused on detecting
difficulties (“Which inquiry phase was the most difficult for you and why?”) that students encountered
during the inquiry task, and the second question addressed conducting similar studies in the future
(“What would you do differently the next time you conduct an inquiry investigation?”). The results of
these reflections are reported in this section.
According to the results of analysing the students’ answers of the first reflective question we identified
that 15 students were at the description level and 28 of the 43 students were at the justification level
(see Table 2). Disappointingly, the highest reflection levels (critique, dialogue and transfer) were not
detected at all. Research has also described similar outcomes that students intend to reflect on lower
level of reflections [18]. Thus, there is a need to guide students towards higher level of reflection [9]. In
our study we formulated the first reflective question so that it has components like “the most difficult”
and “why” that should guide students towards higher level of reflection. But still 15 students mentioned
only the name of the inquiry phase which was the most difficult for them without explaining why it was
difficult for them. The most frequently named phases by the students (some students pointed out two
phases) at the description and justification reflection level were Conceptualisation (mentioned 18
times) and Investigation phase (mentioned 15 times). This is consistent with the research claiming that
students meet obstacles in formulating hypotheses or conducting their experiments [1, 19]. Our
analysis revealed that students mostly had three types of issues concerning hypotheses generation:
(a) formulation issues (e.g., “I do not understand how to formulate hypotheses”); (b) time issues (e.g.,
“I spent longer time than expected”); and (c) topic-related issues (e.g., “I do not understand the topic”).
Research suggests applying scaffolding for reducing obstacles that students are facing in conducting
inquiry [20, 21].
Table 2. Distribution of students’ reflection levels based on their reflections
and examples of students’ reflections (n=43).
Reflection
level
Description
(descriptions of
the difficulties
that the student
had)

Justification
(rationale or
logical
explanation for
the difficulties)

Number of
students

Examples of students’ answers
Student A: “Experimenting was the most difficult for me”

15

Student B: “Everything was difficult for me”
Student C: “Making conclusions was the most difficult for me, but I
do not know why”
Student D: “I had difficulties in the hypotheses phase because it
took longer than expected”

28

Student E: “Hypotheses formulation and conclusion making was
the most difficult for me because I did not exactly understand how
to formulate these”
Student F: “For me the most difficult phase was experimenting. I
understood how the experiment goes, but I met difficulties in
writing my observations”

The second reflective question focused on the future aspects on inquiry. Thinking about the future is
also related to the regulative inquiry processes which help students to plan, monitor, and evaluate all
inquiry activities (e.g., planning the process of formulating conclusion) [22]. In the current study
students were asked to think about what to do next time differently while conducting an inquiry
investigation. Students’ reflections were assessed taking into account the content of reflection
described by Poldner et al. [13]. Students’ reflections were classified based on their focus into four
categories: (a) topic (next time will do something differently that considers the topic of task); (b) inquiry
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phase (next time will do something differently that considers inquiry phases); (c) learning (next time
will do something differently that considers over all learning process); time (next time will do something
differently that considers the time planning). Some students’ reflection examples are presented below
to give an idea of the four categories.
Some examples of students’ reflections on future aspects:
• TOPIC: “I should consider more theory behind the topic”.
• INQUIRY PHASE: “Next time I will do more notes. This will help me in the Investigation phase”.
• TIME: “I will try to spend less time on the task”.
• LEARNING: “I would prefer to do more collaborative type of work. I would like to discuss results
with my classmates”.

3.2

Quality of students’ conclusions

Total conclusion assessment score

In analysing conclusions we saw that usually students were able to formulate conclusions that were
consistent with the formulated hypotheses (74%), but sometimes they missed one or another
component of the hypothesis (e.g., relation between independent and dependent variable). This
means that most of the students considered their initial hypotheses and experimental results in
formulating conclusions. It shows that students’ have high level of general inquiry knowledge and they
understand the coherence of the inquiry process [23]. Figure 2 describes the distribution of the quality
of individual students’ conclusions by four criteria (consistency, independent variable, dependent
variable, relation).

Consistency

Conclusion criteria
Independent variable
Dependent variable

Relation

4

3

2

1

0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213141516171819202122232425262728293031323334353637383940414243

Students' id number
Figure 2. The quality of individual students’ (n=43) conclusions assessed according to the four criteria
(consistency, independent variable, dependent variable, relation) described in Table 1. Individual student
scores were sorted from lowest to highest.

All of the students’ conclusions contained a construct that can be classified as a dependent variable.
In the case of nine students the dependent variable was the only component of the conclusion that
could be detected. An independent variable could be identified 29 times and was always together with
a dependent variable. But if we look at the presence of a relation between independent and dependent
variables in the students’ generated conclusions, then a relation between variables was stated only 22
times. Our outcomes confirm the findings from the literature that students have difficulties in making
conclusions using independent and dependent variable [1]. However, we still detected a positive
correlation between the consistency of a conclusion and the overall quality of the conclusion (ρ=0.796;
p<0.05). So it appears that if a student considers his/her initially formulated hypotheses and his/her
experimental data, then there is higher possibility that the student will formulate a high quality
conclusion.
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3.3

Relation between students’ reflections and formulated conclusions

In order to study the relation between students’ reflections and the conclusions they formulated,
students were divided into two groups based on the quality of the conclusions. A non-parametric
Mann-Whitney U-test revealed that the students who formulated conclusions at a high quality level
also scored higher on the reflection level (Z=-2.574; p<0.01). A moderate correlation (ρ=0.420;
p<0.005) was found between the quality of students’ reflections and the consistency of their
conclusions with their hypotheses. The results suggest that students who reflect at a higher reflection
level are more successful in formulating high quality conclusions.

4

CONCLUSIONS

The current study aimed to identify the relation between students’ reflection levels and their formulated
conclusions after conducting a complete inquiry cycle in an online Inquiry Learning Space (ILS). Our
results revealed that students show a rather low level of reflection quality (only the lower levels
description and justification were detected). Students’ reflections mostly considered formulationrelated, time-related and topic-related issues. The latter can be used as an input for creating suitable
scaffolding for inquiry-based tasks. Also, students’ reflected what they themselves would like to do
differently next time when conducting inquiry-based activities. We detected four categories: time,
inquiry phase, learning and topic. It is useful to note that students refer to the same difficulties that
usually researchers indicate in their studies, and therefore shows these are critical issues that require
attention. In addition to assessing students’ reflections we analysed students’ conclusions. The
majority of the formulated conclusions were consistent with the initial hypotheses formulated by a
student. Finally, we found a statistically significant difference between students who showed a high
level of reflection and students who showed a low level of reflection when comparing the quality of the
conclusions stated by these students. Therefore, it seems that reflection should be part of the learning
process in order to support students in achieving higher quality inquiry learning outcomes.
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